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hello, does anyone have Yvonne Woon's dead beautiful series? thanks. --------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------- MOTHER AND NEIGHBOR. Mrs. Cross, wearing a green silk dressing gown bought in a 1950
sale, sits by the window, looking out into the garden. She has a basket of strawberries on her lap, and with her other hand she
folds a paper airplane. She never fixes it. Children playing in the yard do not interest her. â€œMaybe that's why Frido likes

potato pancakes with apricot jam,â€� she says aloud. Her son Frido, a naval officer, is on leave today. After the lunch break, he
will come and they will go to the city together. Eden (Mrs. Cross is also called Eden) will look with him at the sales, at the

windows of the Barnes and Noble store. And then they'll bury the plane in Eden's garden. And somewhere later - in the garden
of Mrs. Cross - flowers will be planted. This small garden of Mrs. Cross takes up almost a third of the entire small area, lined
with brown bricks. Flowers grow here all summer, and in greenhouses and conservatories outside the city - all year round. A
man looks after Mrs. Crosley's garden. He needs to pay very little. Mrs. Crossley and her husband, a sea captain, were once

simple fishermen, and now consider themselves rich. With this money they bought two houses, which stand right on the
seashore, and a beautiful mansion. Mrs. Crotsey's husband says that it is enough for him to take a tablet and a spear and go on
wanderings - only he does not go anywhere. Mrs. Crossey's son Friedo sometimes comes to Eden's to listen to the radio. Mrs.
Crostley plays the piano with an expression that is not love, but deep contempt. Listening to her play, Frido remembers Frido

Cross, who will someday become a postman. Eden and Frido are neighbors in their little garden. They are playing a game called
"Who pecks faster." If a worn-out playing card falls into an empty place, Frido announces: "My turn." If he wins, then Eden,

who is sitting on a swing, at his command will hit the flying map with a spear. She used to be a cat too, but now
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